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A method of using indefinite metric in the quantum 

field theory has been suggested in the previous paper by 

N.N. Bogoliubov and authors.Ill The purpose of this note :ts 

to explain the meaning of the suggested approach by consider

ing an instructive analogy in the framework of the classical 

field theory. 

Let us consider two classical fields, for instance, 

the complex field 'f(~) and the real j (x) with the 

interaction Lagrangian: 

t"'e == j J lf)(i<J 'flu<) j (x) dx (l) 

We assume the field 'f(K) to be a real physioal field, 

whereas the field j (){) a fictitious one (in the sense 

oflll) and exhibit j(t) 

j (i) = i cl\ <.fn (,<) 

h 

in the -form 

* (2) 

Evidently the analogy to the "fields with indefinite 

metric" in the classical theory is the field with negative 

energy or, equivalently, with the opposite sign in the free

La.grangian. Accordingly we write now the full Lagrangian in 

the form -'ll "µ t, .,,. , ld · l:. J ( Ou f//()(). Cl lf'lx)-M 1// (><) V-'(~JJ ~ f- _ 

+- f ¥ Cn }"x ( ;)HI/',, (>'). ,r ~ (~] -M,;'- "'·" (x~) + 

-1- 8 E Cn 'f' .. (X) 'f'6<} 'l'bt) dx 
h 

(J) 

* One may assume, of course, that the·fielc\,((x) involves 
the "physical" component 1/)(1') ~ too. Then we would approach 
the model of the field theory with the usual Yukawa-like in~ 
teracticin. 
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(we denote by M the mass of the field 'f'{!i.) and by 

Wln the masses of the fictitious fields -If,._{)() , where 

6n = ± 1.. ; in the quantum theory the indefinite metric 

would correspond to the fields with 6n: - i . 
Applying variational principle to (J), we obtain 

( Q- Ml) tpu<J = - V 2 c~ lfn {x) 'IJ{X}:: - J (x-) (4.1) 
h 

. ( 0- 1rJ,;) Ip,. (t) = - :J i;.,,G,, '+''\JI) C/J{x') =- - /,, (x) ( 4. 2) 

In the manner of Yang-Feldman formalism we rewrite (4.2) 

in the integral form: 

in Jr,'U."t '(11 ·• I ~ {;<J: lfh {X)- -Z: 
11111 

(x-x tJ,}n ,r / d x- (5.1) 
or 

'Pta •£,t) =. l()/" (x) _ 9 1r1,, (x-x') J11 (x' J d "K , (5.2) + J · adv ' . · I 

- ,,, I Cllf ' ) 
where, as usual,_, the incoming ( outgoing) fields tfn {x) l ~ {K) J 
obey the free field equations and coincide with (f,, /J() at 

't➔-c>O (t+f•v>). ·Now, introducing the symmetrical Green functiom 

~n {x) and the Pauli-Jordan functions 9',, (x) with 
t,j 

the masses Mn by the usual relations 

-uJ: - . · t O 0 4 dv o · I C',1 ( ) 
gm (,<) = ~h b<) -t I bit l x) ; t,·tr1,. (x)= v11 (,<)- I 011 J( 

ti 

(6) 

and adding and subtracting (5.1,2), we obtain 

Vn {)() = 'f.,"\-\"•1

"(x)=; 1~(K-x')J·.(x')Jx' _(7.1) 

and 

I.Int)(): '(J~,d lxt,.1'(,) =J ~ • (K- ,') ,j h (x~.(>(1 - 'ftt (X) . ·. 
(7.2) 
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According to the program outlined inlll the fictitious fields 

if carry energy, momentum and other dynamic characteristics 

then the interchange of these quantities between physical 

and non-physical fields during all the time· of collision . 

must be strongly forbidden. In other words we would like to 

require both the asymptotic values at t = + o-:::> and at i= - c><.:, 

of such dynamic characteristics of the fictitious fields to 

c•oincide. But all such characteristics (we assume,· of course, 

that at t➔±oo the interaction is switched on and off vii th 

the help of the adiabatic hypothesis) at t = :t C><J are expres

sed as the sums (integrals) of the terms such as 

Therefore, to satisfy this requirement, it·· is sufficient 

to impose the condition 

'ft, b'l~X) f/r, e,ut( ;< ') - ~ ,',. { ~) if,,/" (:t' ') = 0 

Substituting into (8) instead of 
111 8,4f: 

1/'h (X)J ~ (;K)the fields 

u. tx) and v(x) introduced by 

lent c~_ndition 

(7) we obtain the equiva-

u.h (~) Vn ix-') +- V rt lx) U.. tt lx ' ) = 0 (9). 

So, in order to satisfy the requirement that the energy 

etc. would no:t be transferred to the non-physical fields it 

is sufficient to require 
lfH~f~J ,t- tf'i_J,., (x) 

~I'\ lt-)= ------ = 0 
2 

(9a) 
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or 
to ou.t in 

Vn(X)::: Th (X)-'fn (x) 
2 ::: 0 

* 

(9b) 
From equations (7) we see that conditions (9a) and (9b) 

have quite a different character. Intleed, "c6ndition (9b) re

quires that the integral of the physical fields . ~ ( X) in 

the right-hand side of (7.1) would vanish. Therefore it turns 

but to be a condition imposed also on the physical part of the 

system. It is clear that it can be fulfilled only if the phy

sical part has certain specific properties • 

On the contrary, (9a) does not impose any limitations 

on the physical part of the system. Since in the right-

hand side of (7.2) besides the integral of the physical fields 

there stands also a non-physical field lf~{x) we can al

ways satisfy (9a) by the choice of ll'n (x) -eqµations (7 .2) 

• simply determine the non-physical fields I.Pn (x.} in terms 

o:f.integrals_o:f the physical ones. so, we can always impose 

condition (9a) on the system without being afraid that some ... 
6ontradictions would arise**• 

*Asa matter of fact it would not have been necessary to 
require the fulfillment of (9a) in all the points but only 
the vanishing of the definite kind integrals of the sums of 
the terms of such a kind. Since these linear combinations 
would be rather multiform then the detailed analysis of 
the problem about the existence of such a possibility.would 
have been sufficiently complicated. 

** Note, that prohibiting not only the enereY etc. -
interchange ,between the non-physical and physical states, 
but requiring the asymptotic vanishing of the non-physical 
states e-nere.;- etc.· , we should impose both the condi-
tions (9a,b). From the preceding discussion it is clear that. 
it does not lead to the contradiction, only in the case when 
the physical part has definite properties. 
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Making use of this obs~rvation we impose condition 

(9a) in order to exclude .the non-physical fields <p,. {"-) at 

all and to deal further only with the physical field o/ (x). 

This procedure leads to the interaction Lagrangian 

'/.•.r = f }-Ix.I,' 'f'";,JMx) ktx-¥'')'1-'~x') '1',x') (10) 

and the· equations of motion 

l D- Mi) 'I'«) , - ~" J,,I~ 1 'I'"(<'.) 'l'CX 0 k tx< x) 'f'l x) 

with the nucleus 

(11) 

(12) 

n 

expressed in the form of a sum (or of an integral if a con-

. tinuou~ set ·of the fictitious fields. is introduced) of the 

symmetrical Green functions 1'.1,, (~-J(') with different masses 

m" .. Clearly with an appropriate choice of the coefficients 

c., and sign· factors €-n we may make K (1<) either 

singular or re'gular to the extent desired. This .possibility, 

of course, is provided only by the "indefinite" metr;o. In 
-

the case of continuous mass spectrum we obtain instead of 

(12) 
t>O -

/.((~-~')-= j d(rr1l) fl(m:) ~M ( x.;;.x- ') 
(lJ) 

0 
where the spectral .function f ( ml) is not necessarily posi-

tive in virtue of the remards made above. 

Thus, we see that ;xcluding the non-physical fields f~(:x) 
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from Lagrangian (1) initially local by means of 

condition (a) we obtain the theory of typically non-local 

forin. (This result is quite natural- one may see a direct 

analogy between this result and the attempts of some authors~I 

to exclude any idea about the photons formulating the elec

trodynamics as a pure action-in~distance theory supposing 

the requirement to use only the half sums of the retarded 

and advanced potentials. The obtained nucleus (12) or (lJ) 
, 2 

is not an arbitrary function of (x-x) since in virtu.e of 

the properties of the functions -~ it is in any case 

restricted by the requirement 

k-(xl) :: <) f oz. x.t<_O. 

Point out that the non-local character of equations (11) 

is essent~ally associated with the imposed non-local condi-

tion (9a). Indeed, since the functions D are the Green 

functions of the Klein-Gordon equation then it would have 

seemed that at any rate for the finite number of the ficti

tious fields differentiating (11) number. of times needed· 

one may-have returned to the differential equation. How

ever, the non-local boundary conditions would have turned to 

the imposed upon such an equation and _the theory would remain 

non-local. 

· Note that when passing from the classica_l example con

sidered here to the quantum case a new essential moment 

arises: io 1,ve have shown the non-l_ocal •theory may be obtained 

.,,,. :,.:•· 

.:-;:.,•" 
.. i :,._ 
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imposing certain auxiliary conditions on the fields. In the 

quantum theory these conditions .. may be in principle imposed 

either on the field operators or on the state vectors, like 

Lorentz-condition in tne electrodynamics. 

All the usual investigQtions in the non-local field 

theories followed, in, a certain sense, the i'irst way. But 

imposing the auxiliary cond.i'tions tne f'ield operators we 

nave always the risk of coming to a contradiction with the 

commutation relations. Here we see the reasdns for failures 

of the non-local theories considered. It is not accidental 

·that the difficulties of the Kristiensen-Mpller-Blooh theorylJI 

are associated with the non-commutativity of the field ope-

raters. 

General idea of the method suggested inlll points out 

that the second way must be chosen Ylhich does not leadlll 

to the similar difficulties. One hopes, therefore, that the 

method suggested inlll will give the possibility of constrict

ing the consistent theory with the non~local interaction. In 

this connection we should like to point out that recently 

some experimental indications :have appeared which show the 

necessity of introducing the non-local interaction. So, Lee 

and Yangl 4 I found out recently that the experimental value 

of the Michel parameter in /A- - meson decay may be easily 

explained by introducing the non-local nucleus into the four-· 

fermion_ interaction, with indefinite metric. 

Vie should like to thank N .N. Bogoliubov for valuable 

advice. -- -;, 

Oh~Jl.lflll.liEO:!YA-il 11.i.-t>ftf;}'T \ 

,uepuux 11ccJ1e.no.na1n,:;, ! 
61-if;JIH'OTEKA l 
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